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Using Coded Wire Tags to Identify Kokanee
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o Koke fish’n getting you down?
Well, this issue well
help cure your blues!
Not one, but two 2part articales on how
to improve your
chances of cath’n the
big one!!!
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Dennis P. Lee
Senior Fishery Biologist, Fisheries Programs Branch, CDFG

he coded wire tag (also called
CTW) is one of several types of
tags used to tag and identify either individual or groups of fish.
The CWT was developed over 30 years
ago for large-scale studies on migratory salmonids such as Chinook salmon and is still
the most common tagging method for anadromous salmonids. They are most useful
for identifying or a group of fish when the
investigator does not want to use a fin clip
or external tag.
Each CWT is a small length of
stainless steel wire 0.25 mm in diameter
and typically about 1.1 mm in length. Halfsize tags and double length CWT’s may
also be used for special situations. The tag
is coded with a series of factory-etched
decimal numbers that allow identification of
the CWT. The CWT’s are manufactured
from a spool of wire (typically 10,000 tags)
and are cut from the spool as it is inserted
into the fish with a special CWT tagging
machine. The tag is cut and magnetized in
the machine and implanted into suitable tissue with the CWT machine Injector. For
salmon, the CWT is usually inserted into
the cartilage of the fish snout although the

The Key to Catching Kokanee…

Department has use CWT’s inserted into
the cheek musculature for identification of
striped and black bass. Tagging is usually
done when the fish is small and prior to release. The adipose fin is also removed
from salmonids to allow easy identification
of the fish when it is later recovered. Typically, we have tagged and released groups
of up to 20,000 kokanee with a single tag
code. This number ensures that as the fish
mature and some are caught and others die
of natural mortality, we will see a representative sample of the tagged group in the
fishery.
Although anglers cannot see a
CWT on or in the fish, the CWT can be detected in live or dead fish using a magnetic
detection device. The most common detector used in the field is a hand-held wand
type detector. Large bulky tunnel detectors
and V-detectors
may be used in
the laboratory.
The advantages
of using CWT’s
for identifying
groups of ko(Continued on page 2)
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The key to catching kokanee (blue back, silvers etc.) is speed, depth
control and flexibility. For speed control, I use a Luhr Jensen trolling speedometer. These units are the most accurate and least expensive ways to control your speed. They cost about $40 at most sporting goods stores and they last forever. All lures and flashers work correctly at a
specific speed range. Anytime you are out of that range, you’re just dragging
dead metal around the lake. Every wake, wave set, wind gust or direction change
immediately changes your speed. The quicker you can return your speed to the
range your lure is working, the more time you are spending with your rigging ac(Continued on page 8)
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kanee are several and include; 1) the CWT
can be used in very small fish, 2) the CWT
has minimal impact on fish survival, growth
and behavior of the fish, 3) the CWT has a
high retention rate in the fish over considerable time periods and as the fish grows, 4)
the CWT has almost unlimited coding capacity, 5) the CWT are easy to retrieve and decode, and 6) large groups of fish can be
identified fairly cheaply.
For several years, the California
Inland Fisheries Foundation has been providing volunteer and financial support in cooperation with the Federal Aid in Sport Fish
Restoration Program to the California Department of Fish and Game to conduct
evaluations of our Inland Salmon Program.
As part of this program, Fishery Biologists
assigned to the Department’s Reservoir Research and Management Project tag groups
of Chinook salmon and kokanee for release
in reservoirs using coded wire tags. The
purpose of the tagged fish releases is to determine the contribution of the hatchery
stocked fish to the recreational fishery and
the spawning run; and also to evaluate the
success of different groups of released fish.
These groups may include fish raised from
eggs obtained from different locations (both
instate and out-of-state sources) or various
treatments of the fish such sterilization. Results of these evaluations are analyzed and
used to modify stocking programs to produce better fishing opportunities.
The results of an ongoing evaluation

of stocked kokanee are shown in Figure 1.
In this example, three different strains of kokanee were tagged with CWT’s as fingerling
fish and released in Stampede Reservoir.
As the tagged fish grew, they were caught
by anglers and either collected by Department Survey Clerks at the lake, or anglers
deposited the heads of kokanee in a freezer
provided at a local bait and tackle shop. The
heads were returned to the Fisheries Programs Branch Field Station Laboratory and
the tag dissected and the tag code identified.
Information on the date the fish was caught
and size along with other pertinent information is entered into the Fisheries Program Branch Fisheries
Information Sharing Host system through Department personal computers.
Project Fishery Biologists access the information
and analyze the information
using a variety of statistical
tests. Results are displayed in
tables or graphically. In this
graphical example, the three
different release groups did not
demonstrate statistically significant differences in growth.
Interestingly, the group that
was the smallest in size at
time-of-release (Oregon strain
kokanee that weighed 212 fish
per pound) was the largest at
(Continued on page 3)
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the end of their life cycle. Other evaluations such a contribution to the angler catch or spawning run can be made with the collected information. Continuing evaluations such as these will
help fishery managers make better decisions
regarding stocking numbers and sizes.

California Department of Fish and Game Fish and
Wildlife Scientific Aid collecting information and kokanee head with coded wire tags from anglers. Funds
from the California Inland Fisheries Foundation help
support salaries and operating expenses for tagging
studies (California Department of Fish and Game
photo).
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Well, here's the latest and greatest info. ….

Hi's Tackle Box

FRIANT HATCHERY UPDATE

This year has much better than last year for the egg taking. The San Joaquin Hatchery received approximately 850,000. eggs last Thursday (10/13). The eggs were taken from Taylor Creek.
They are set up in four of the eggs jars that Kokanee Power built a few years ago. Paul Kalpakoff and I were at the hatchery today (10/17) and did some egg picking. The jars are
clean and the eggs look real good.
I plan to go back at least once each week possibly twice. That depends on , how far I can
stretch the budget for diesel fuel
Right now we are looking at Thursday as a work day each week. That way the jars will be
real clean going into the weekend and the technicans days off.
Of course, we are welcome any day, weekends included. Check in, at the office, with either
Greg Paape the Hatchery Manager or his secretary. Make sure to let them know you are
from Kokanee Power. If no one is in the office, look for any one of the technicians and they
will get you going.
There will be another trip to take eggs, Thursday, 10/ 20. This time they will go to the Little
Truckee unless there are not enough fish. In that case they will go back to Taylor Creek
again.
The plan is to harvest another 850,000 or possilby more. Decisions are not in stone as yet,
they will wait and see how many fish are in the Little Truckee and decide from there.
I will be going back to the hatchery on Friday (10/20) to help pick the new jars. There will
be plenty to do so anyone who would like to come this would be a good day.
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More news will come as it is available.
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KOKANEE POWER INKS DEAL WITH CDFG!
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Congratulations go to Gary Coe and KP for finally being able to officially become partners.
As you know state bureaucracy can be thicker than fish stories on derby day. After
months of negations and persuasion by our prez. KP can now officially make a dontation to
DFG! And here’s the proof:
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MEMORANDUM OF UNDERSTANDING
between the
CENTRAL CALIFORNIA INLAND FISHERIES
KOKANEE AND SALMON FOUNDATION, INC.
and the
CALIFORNIA DEPARTMENT OF FISH AND GAME
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I. PURPOSE
The California Department of Fish and Game (CDFG) conducts studies and evaluations of hatchery
reared trout and salmon to determine the most appropriate stocking strategies as part of efforts to enhance
fishing opportunities in California lakes and reservoirs. Studies and evaluations require the identification
of hatchery-reared fish though the use of internal and external fish tags. Central California Inland Fisheries Kokanee and Salmon Foundations, Incorporated (CCIFKSF) is a non-profit tax-exempt corporation
which has offered to provide funding and volunteers to the DFG to enhance lake and reservoir fishing
opportunities throughout the state. Lakes and reservoirs are the most often fished type of inland water in
California and provide over 16 million angler days of fishing annually with an estimated economic benefit of $346 million. The majority of this effort is directed towards trout and salmon fishing that is maintained through the Department’s Fish Hatchery Program. It is critical that the DFG develop and implement alternative cost effective fish stocking practices to help maintain these recreational fishing opportunities. These alternative practices need to be evaluated by fish tagging projects that include evaluating
various species and strains of fish to stock; and determining the time, location, and size of fish to stock
that will maximize survival and returns to the angler. The CCIFKSF proposes to provide additional funds
to the DFG to purchase fish tags, and also to provide volunteers to assist in egg taking and fish tagging
activities. Their efforts will help obtain fish for stocking and tagging projects, and provide additional
funds to purchase fish tags. The CCIFKSF anticipates its contribution will enhance California’s lake and
reservoir fishing opportunities and provide addition economic benefits to the state.
II. AUTHORITY
This Memorandum of Understanding is entered into by and between the Department of Fish and Game
and the Central California Inland Fisheries Kokanee & Salmon Foundation, Inc. under the authority of
Section 1501.5 of the California Fish and Game Code, State Administrative Manual 8634 and Government Code Section 11005
III. IMPLEMENTATION OF AGREEMENT
a. In order to enable close and effective collaboration, it is agreed that the scope of donations and expenditures will be reviewed annually. Both the CDFG and the CCIFKSF will identify managers to
implement and coordinate the MOU. The managers shall meet as needed to review project activities
and use donations as described in the attached Gift Letter in accordance with SAM Section 8634 and
Government Code Section 11005
b. The managers shall seek to resolve any dispute concerning the MOU through good-faith discussions.
c. CCIFKSF will provide an annual contribution of financial assistance in the amount of $5,000 to enhance current operational expenses, and also provide volunteers for egg taking and fish tagging activities. Financial assistance from CCIFKSF will be used for the following estimated operational
expenditures:
Purchase of fish tags
$5,000
IV. EFFECTIVE DATE
This MOU is effective upon signature of the parties and will remain in effect unless and until
Kokanee Kronicles

terminated as provided under Article VI.
V. AMENDMENTS
This MOU may be modified or amended by written agreement among the parties hereto.
VI. TERMINATION
This MOU may be terminated by either party with 30 days written notice.
VII. REPORTING
Upon completion of annual Project activities, the Department’s MOU Manager or agent will provide
to the CCIFKSF a complete and accurate report of project activities completed and use of any and all
donations described in the Department of Finance Gift Letter (attached).
AGREED TO BY:
Dr. Ed Pert, Chief
Gary Coe, President
Fisheries Programs Branch
Central California Inland Fisheries Kokanee 1416 Ninth Street
and Salmon Foundation, Inc
Sacramento, CA 95814
P.O. Box 2830
Fresno, CA 93729-8307
On this date June 17, 2005
State of California
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BUCKS CREEK
EGG COLLECTION DAY

O

n October 27th, the Department of Fish & Game
collected some 100,000 kokanee
eggs which were taken to the San
Joaquin Hatchery & will be eventually released back into Central &
Northern California lakes. DFG personnel, Mike Harris, & Walt Beer
oversaw the operation with assistance from Zach Parks & several of
his fisheries students from Feather
River College. Also in attendance
from FRC was Michael Bagley, Dean
of Instruction at the college. KoVolume 1, Issue 4

kanee Power member John Kline
along with his daughter Kimberly Goering & grandson JT Goering were
on hand to help out. Lori Powers,
regional DFG biologist & Bill Cox,
pathologist, were working on the project as well.
Kokanee Power member Al
Carson from Paradise & George
Boeger of Chico assisted in the collection of fish from the stream. Temporary barriers were erected at two
points on the small stream & a seine
net was set across the stream.
There were literally thousands of 10
to 12 inch kokanee in full spawning
colors & were easily collected for the
project.
The day featured a steady
rainfall, but did not damper the enthusiasm of everyone who took part.
Dewitt Henderson of Bucks Lake
Marina hosted everyone at the conclusion for refreshments.
Thanks to everyone who
helped out,
Tim Marble
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HOW TO CATCH
KOKANEE—PART 1

ticular strain, with most reaching adulthood in four years
as do other salmon. They are late summer or fall spawners that choose tributaries, outlet areas or the gravels
around the shoreline of a lake in which to complete their
life cycle.
Growth and size in a particular body of water depends
upon the abundance of plankton, their major food
source, and also upon the numbers of other fish species
competing for this food. Adult kokanee will range in size
from 8 to 20 inches with most in the 9- to 14-inch class.
Larger lakes and reservoirs where concentrations are
small produce the largest fish, some to three and four
pounds. Insect larva or nymphs may become food
sources, but not in preference to plankton. Thus, when a
lure or bait is used to tempt kokanee into hitting, it must
be small and must appeal to the fish in both color and
movement.

Kokanee salmon were experimentally introduced into
several lakes and reservoirs in western North America in
the mid-1940s. The success of these introductions has
since blossomed into a growing sport fishery in the west
and has spread to many eastern waters as well. Continued planting and new introductions throughout the
United States will see an increasing number of anglers
pursuing these sporting, tasty, land-locked sockeye
salmon.
Successful kokanee fishing is an art. There are
many documented cases where high concentrations of (Look for the rest of this story in the next issue of the
kokanee exist in a lake but where sport harvest is mini- Kokanee Kronicles!)
mal. An understanding of kokanee
habits, fishing methods, their preference for specific water temperatures and their life cycle is necessary in order to obtain consistent
results and to catch fish where
other anglers are failing. This Tech
Report will provide you with that information.
Lakes of the Pacific Coast,
Siberia and Japan were the original
homes of kokanee salmon, which,
for one reason or another, became
land-locked and unable to migrate
to the ocean like their cousins the
sockeye salmon. The kokanee
spends its entire life cycle in fresh
water and dies after spawning as
does the anadromous (lives and
matures in salt water and spawns in
fresh water) sockeye.
There are many strains of
kokanee, depending on the particular parent sockeye salmon run
which contributed to the land-locked
variety. Today, hatcheries and eggtaking sites on reservoirs, where
kokanee runs now occur, regularly
provide millions of eggs to fish and
wildlife agencies, many of which are
shipped to the northeast and east to
supplement trout fisheries.
LIFE CYCLE
Kokanee are also known as
silver trout, bluebacks, sockeye,
silversides and redfish. They have a
life cycle which spans from two to
seven years, depending on the parPage 6
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negotiated with Jim and they struck a deal to rent
a large shop building which would be used one half
for the canvas business and Jim would use the rear
KOKANEE POWER BUSINESS MEMBER
of the building to store new boats. They opened in
TOMMY ASTONE ,
the new building as The Canvas Shop. Later that
year Steve decided he wanted to re-locate back to
THE CANVAS SHOP
the Delta area having been raised near Brandon Island. Ron had also moved on but not before
ommy Astone is the owner of ‘The Canvas
Tommy had gained experience with carpet repair
Shop’ which is located at 10724 Highway 41 in and installation. By this time Tommy had decided
Madera California. Business hours are Monday
that he enjoyed the business and that it was somethru Saturday 8 am to 5:30 pm. You can reach
thing he wanted to continue. After buying his partTommy at 559 439-6660. The Canvas Shop accepts ners share of the business he continued on his own.
all forms of payment, cash, check and major credit
Some time later Tommy was getting a lot of
cards.
calls for upholstery work. He didn’t have experiTommy has been in this business for over 24 ence with upholstery and really didn’t feel that he
years. In Early 1981 Tommy took on a project to
wanted to expand so he was turning a lot of busiclear a vacant lot near the corner of Blackstone and ness away. At the same time Tommy’s wife, Joy,
Herndon in Fresno, Ca.
was working with furni439-6660 Tommy @ shop
(559) 275-3444 Office
There was a business lo- (559)
ture upholstery, as a
(559) 342-3445 Cell
(559) 275-0321 Fax
cated on the corner
hobby so Tommy asked
called Tent City and
her if she wanted to give
CANVAS SHOP
Tommy’s future partner,
boat upholstery a shot.
(559) 439-6660
Steve LaVoie rented a
Joy started doing the upCUSTOM BAT COVERS & TOPS
small area in the back of
holstery work and
ALL CUSTOM CANVAS WORK
the shop where he made
Tommy’s business was
ALL MISC. REPAIRS
boat tops. The biggest
now doing Canvas, CarQUKALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP
problem that Steve had
pet and Upholstery.
10724 Hwy 41
was that he had no were
Tommy has operMadera, CA 93638
to store boats while he
(Next to Bohner/Lacefield Marine) ated the business since
was working on them so
1984, in his present locathey had to be parked outside. Tommy got to know tion. He has remained in the same location for 21
Steve and saw the potential for a business in what years. Tommy is a full service canvas shop, building
Steve was doing and there the partnership was
custom canvas boat tops, and covers. He builds
formed. Tommy and Steve rented a building that
Bimini tops, full enclosures, front tops, carpet inwas located behind the Tent City building and
stallation and repair and boat and furniture upholnamed their business Canvas City.
stery. If it’s made of canvas, Tommy can build it.
Having a shop large enough to work, and
He is also an ez-up shade top dealer. Tommy says
store the boats they were working on indoors, they that the most important thing to him is that he give
purchased more tools and equipment and began to his customer a product that they will be happy
build their business making custom boat tops. At with and it has to be something he is happy with or
the height of their enterprises they hired a friend,
it just won’t work for him. Tommy takes a great
Ron Morse, to do carpet and upholstery work.
deal of pride in his work and holds a very high ethic
They continued to build the business for a little less about the way he does business and the job that he
than three years. In early 1984 Tommy secured a
produces for his customer.
deal for his present building when Jim Bohner was
If you have repair or new canvas work to be
building the site for his business, Bohner Boats.
done for your boat give Tommy a call or stop by and
(now Bohner, Lacefield Boat and Marine) Tommy see him in person.
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KP Flash!!!
The following Email Addresses have been added to the Web Site Rerouter in an attempt to make it easier for you to
contact your Officers and Board Members. These addresses are active and can be used if needed. All messages sent
to these addresses are automatically forwarded to the recipient as shown below. This, hopefully will make it easier to
make contact by remembering a position rather than an entire email address.
president@kokaneepower.org forwarded to Gary Coe
vicepresident@kokaneepower.org forwarded to Dave Schumacher, Lemoore
vicepresidentbryan@kokaneepower.org Forwarded to Bryan McGinty, Salida
vicepresidentjohn@kokaneepower.org Forwarded to John Minnis, Truckee
treasurer@kokaneepower.org Forwarded to Paul Kalpakoff
newsletter@kokaneepower.org Forwarded to Frank Marinelli, Kokanee Kronicles Editor
shaverlakederby@kokaneepower.org Forwarded to Paul Kalpakoff
kokaneepowershastalakederby@kokaneepower.org Forwarded to Gary Coe and Harold Jones
webmaster@kokaneepower.org Forwarded to Dave Schumacher
You can still use the info@kokaneepower.org address which is forwarded to the Webmaster or the
Board@Kokaneepower.org address which automatically forwards to all Officers and Board Members. As more address
are added we will make them available here and in the Kokanee Kronicles.
TIRES & WHEEL ALIGNMENTS

(510) 797-8592

Kenco

Shasta Lake's All Season Family Resort
David F. Grey
Owner

800-995-0291
www.tsasdiresort.com

119990 Lakeshore Drive
Lakehead, CA 96051

AUTOMOTIVE
CORNER CEDAR BLVD
& CENTRAL AVE
37640 NO. A
NEWARK, CA 94560
R FO95795

Jim Kennedy
Owner
OFFICIAL SMOG
TUNEUPS, BATTERIES
COMPLETE AUTO REPAIR

sharpening will dull with use so I’m constantly touching up my hooks, sometimes 3 or 4 times a day depending on how many fish hit. I carry a small box of
assorted replacement hooks in my tackle box because
hooks do wear out and need to be replaced. I do not
use size 8, 10, 12 etc. hooks on my rigging. I use size
6 and size 4 single hooks, they seem to catch more kokanee. If trebles are used, I use sizes 8 or 10. I keep
some glow hooks in this size in my tackle box and it
only takes a minute or two to change out a hook and
leader on a wedding ring. Monofilament line wears
out and degrades in the sunlight. I replace all my leaders at least 2 or 3 times a season. If the kokanee are up
Setting the hook
Kokanee have very soft mouths. If your hook is sharp in the 14” or larger size, I replace my leaders somethere is no need to set the hook. The speed of the boat times 2 or 3 times a day. Kokanee this size have teeth
is usually enough to set the hook. Most hooks you buy big enough to fray your leader in the first inch or so
above the hook. I run my fingers over that section of
are actually surprisingly dull. A sharp hook will dig
into your fingernail if you just touch the nail with the line every couple of fish and as soon as I feel any
point of the hook. Most store bought hooks won’t do roughness to the line, I change it. It’s better than the
that and require sharpening. A hook you just finished frustration of reeling in just a piece of leader after a
hit. (continued in the next issue!)
(Continued from page 1)

tually attracting fish. For kokanee, when you are using
flashers and a wedding ring, a speed of 1.0 knots to
1.2 knots seems to be the range that works the best but
don’t be afraid to go as fast as 1.5 knots or as slow as
0.8 knots if that is what it takes to generate some
strikes. Day to day, hour to hour, what speed the fish
want can change, so you have to be ready to change
with them. If you go for 30 minutes without a strike,
change your speed, check your bait, make sure you’re
not dragging weeds and maybe change colors of wedding ring.
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IS NOW ACCEPTING ADVERTISEMENTS!!!
FAQ’s:
Option: 1 to 4 Issues per year; Winter, Spring, Summer and Fall.
Due Dates:
o
Winter: Dec. 1
o
Spring: March 1
o
Summer: June 1
o
Fall: August 1
Advertiser must provide black & white copy.
Advertising copy must be in one of the following formats:
o
MS Publisher
o
MS Word
o
JPG
o
or
o
Clearly printed copy &/or business card that can be scanned.

Printed copy and payment can be mailed to:
Frank Marinelli, Kokanee Kronicle Editor
1800 S Teddy St
Visalia, CA 93277
Computer files may be emailed to: fmarine@quik.com
For more information contact: Frank Marinelli @ (559) 732-8258 or fmarine@quik.com

Advertisement Request Form
Business Name
Contact Person
Address
Phone
Email
Check issue(s) requested: 10% discount for four issues
Winter
Spring
Summer

Fall

Check Advertising copy format:
MS Publisher
MS Word
JPG
or
Clearly printed copy &/or business card that can be scanned.

Four Issue
Price

Single Issue
Price

10% Discount

Full Page

$125

$450

½ Page

75

270

¼ Page

50

180

Business Card

25

90

Check Size

Amount Enclosed $__________
Additional Comments:
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Top 10 2005 Anlger of the Year Awards
Pro

Sportsman

Junior

1 Franco, Jim

1 Back, Bill

1 Goering, JT

2 Coelho, Rick

2 Mickelson, Mark

2 Bognaes, Daniel

3 Hamada, Tom

3 Duncan, David

3 Back, Douglas

4 Zeman, John

4 Minnis, Dick

4 Schultz, Blake

5 Coe, Gary

5 Immer, Heath

5 Johnson, Jeff

6 Kerrigan, Keith

6 Weaver, Dave

6 Rich, Shane

7 Franco, James

7 Jacobson,
Butch

7 Delay, Spencer

8 Martarano, Tony

8 Hutton, Larry

8 Mooney, Bobby

9 Bergquist, Randy

9 Kier, Rose

9 Immer, Tyler

10 ZZ Millan, Al

10 Paladini, Rudy

10 Smitherman, Austin

Be ready for the Kokanee season!
Give your friends and yourself
a gift for the holidays

2
3
3
3
2
1

R&K Hoochies
Radical Glow Hoochie Tubes
Crystal Basin Mini-Hoochies
Signature Series Hoochie Tubes
Father Murphy’s Dodgers
Crystal Basin Wild Thing Dodger

Includes:

(a $45 retail value)

Hoochie Package $39.95

Kokaneemart.com is making holiday season gift giving easy by offering several packages for the Kokanee fisherman on
your holiday list. Spinner, Hoochie & Combination Gift Packages are delivered in a gift box so all you need to do is order,
gift your friends and enjoy!

Spinner Package $39.95
(a $45 retail value)
Killer B’s Spinners
Radical Glow Spinners
Crystal Basin Spinners
R&K Spinners
Vance’s Dodgers
Killer B’s Dodger

Includes:
2
2
2
2
2
1

The Combination Package $74.95

$15.95

The Ultimate Book on
Kokanee Fishing
Kokanee – A Complete
Fishing Guide
By: Dave Biser

$ 1 9 .9 5

M e a su res 8 “ x 8 ” a n d
c o n t a i n s 8 h e a v y d u t y p o ly
b a g s t h a t a r e g r e a t f o r s t o r in g
y o u r h o li d a y g if t p a c k s

S h im a n o T a c k le B a g

Give both the Spinner Package and as the Hoochie Package in one great gift and save over 15% on retail prices!
T he K och D igital
T em perature/D epth
G auge
M easures tem perature at 5 ft.
increm ents

$59.95

Holiday Gift Pack Order Form
Pay To:
Kokaneemart
7960 W. Hidden Lakes Dr
Granite Bay, Ca. 95746

Deliver To:
Name_________________________
Address_______________________
City/State______________________
ZIP Code______________

Order Date

Status

Ship Date

Payment By

Tracking
No.

Shipment
Tracking

___/___/05

Ordered

@ Dec.15th

Check, Visa or
Mastercard

NA

U.S. 1st Class
Mail

Qty Item No Description

Price

Total

KM SP1 Kokaneemart Spinner Package

$39.95

$____.__

KM HP1 Kokaneemart Hoochie Package

$39.95

$____.__

KM CP 1 Kokaneemart Combination Package
(includes both the Spinner Package
and the Hoochie Package)

$74.95

$____.__

KM KD1 Koch Digital Temperature and Depth
Gauge

$59.99

$____.__

KM FB 1 Kokanee Fishing Book
Kokanee; The Complete Fishing Guide
by Dave Biser

$15.95

$____.__

KM TB1 Shimano Tackle Bag

$19.95

$____.__

Sub Total

$____.__

Tax (CA residents 7.25%)

$____.__

Shipping and Handling

$____.__

Invoice Total

$____.__

TOTAL Amount Due

$____.__

TOTAL Paid Via Check or Credit Card

$____.__

ORDER VOLUME

S/H

$0 - 15 00

$3 00

$15 01 - 30 00

$4 50

$30 01 - 50 00

$6 00

$50 01 - 100 00 +

$7 50

Credit Card Number (Visa or MC) # _____________________ ex. Date ______/______

(or place order online at www.kokaneemart.com )

MARK YOUR CALENDARS NOW!!!
One Saturday
morning he gets up
early, dresses quietly, gets his lunch
made, puts on his
long johns, grabs
his dog and goes to
the garage to hook
up his boat to the
truck and down to
the driveway he
goes

Fred Hall's Fishing, Tackle & Boat Show
San Francisco, January 4-8
ISE Sport Shows:
San Mateo, January 12-15
Sacramento, January 19-22,
Annual Membership Banquet—March 4
Fresno Sports Show—March 24-26
Pine Flat Derby— April 15
Shasta Derby— May 6-7

Coming out of his
garage the rain is
pouring down: it is
like a torrential
downpour. There is
snow and sleet
mixed in with the
rain. The wind is
blowing at over
50mph.

Don Pedro Derby— May 20
New Melones Derby— June 24-25
Stampede Reservoir Derby—August 5
Bucks Lake Derby— August 19
Shaver Lake Derby— September 9
Lake Pardee Derby—September 19

Simms Sweet-Hot Glazed Salmon
Bob Simms, host of The Outdoor Show on KFBK in Sacramento CA, likes his salmon crispy
on the edges. This marinade and glaze will do the trick. Keep in mind that the reason the
fish is crispy is because the honey is burning along the outside edges. It’s good. 4 servings
4 6 – 8 ounce salmon steaks or fillets (skin on or off)
1/3 cup honey
1/4 cup soy sauce
1/4 cup rice vinegar
3 tablespoons hoisin sauce
1 tablespoon Asian chili sauce (or sub any hot sauce)
3 tablespoons water
1 tablespoon fresh ginger, peeled and minced
3 cloves garlic minced
Combine honey with remaining ingredients (not the salmon!) in a small saucepan. Heat to
blend flavors and then cool mixture/glaze. Place salmon in a shallow container and brush
glaze over both sides, saving at least half to use a glaze when cooking. Cover and refrigerate
for 2 hours. Fish can be either broiled or grilled. I prefer the grill. To broil, place on a baking
pan under a preheated medium-heat broiler, about 6 inches from the heat source. After 4 – 5
minutes, remove from oven and baste with additional glaze. Return to oven and cook 3 – 4
more minutes or until just cooked. Check often to make sure that the fish is getting a little
crispy, but not “burnt to a crisp.” When grilling, place fish on a well-greased medium-high
heat grill. Grill until grill marks appear on the bottom and fish moves easily on the grill,
about 5 minutes. Flip over, baste liberally with glaze and cook 4 minutes more.
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Minutes later he
returns to the garage. He comes
back into the
house. Turns the
TV to the weather
channel and he
finds it is going to
be very bad
weather all day
long, so he puts his
boat back in the garage, quietly undresses and slips
back into bed.
There he cuddles
up to his wife's
back, now with a
different anticipation and whispers,
"The weather out
there is terrible". To
which she sleepily
replies, "Yeah, can
you believe my stupid husband is out
fishing in it?"

Your KP ‘05-’06 Board and Officers
Board of Directorsicers
Mario Lopez
Steven Padilla
Tim Marble
Randy Bergquist
Jim Boswell, Sr.
Bob Barnes
Nancy Coe
Frank Marinelli
Al Millan
Jack Schultz
Gary Schoonhoven

Officers

President: Gary Coe
Vice President, Central Calif: Dave
Schumacher
Vice President, No. Ca.,Nv.: John Minnis
Vice President, S.F. Bay Area: Bryan McGinty
Treasurer: Paul Kalpakoff
Secretary: Kathy Johnson

"It's the Future"

WE’RE ON THE WEB!
www.kokaneepower.org

Kokanee Kronicles
1800 S Teddy St
Visalia, CA 93277
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